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Polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) require a sophisticated water management to operate efficiently, especially at high current
densities which are needed to reach system cost targets. The description of the complicated two-phase water transport remains a
challenge in PEFC models and requires experimental validation on various length scales. In this work, operando X-ray tomographic
microscopy (XTM) with scan times of 10 s was used to depict the liquid water at defined conditions at a technically relevant
cell temperature of 80◦C. Cells with Toray TGP-H-060 gas diffusion layer (GDL) with microporous layer (MPL) and different
rib width were operated with different feed gas humidifications (under- and oversaturated) and current densities between 0.75 to
3.0 A/cm2. Based on the quantification of the local and average saturation, the distribution of water cluster size is analyzed. Different
categories of the water cluster connectivity are defined and quantified. The analysis is complemented with numerical simulations
of the permeability in the liquid phase of the GDL that is correlated to saturation for the different GDL domains. The numerical
simulations of the pressure drop of liquid water flow from the catalyst layer toward the gas channels in channel-rib repetition units
allows for conclusions on cluster growth mechanisms.
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In the past two decades, large developments have lead hydrogen fed
polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) technology to the brink of com-
mercialization, e.g. in the stationary sector with more than 100000
deployments in the Enefarm activity1 as well as in the mobile sec-
tor where major car manufacturers have presented first commercial
vehicles2,3 and niche-market commercialization for logistic vehicles.4

While for the automotive market also hydrogen infrastructure is a
major barrier for widespread application, in both fields of application,
cost of the fuel cell system remains the main hindrance for extensive
spread of PEFC technology. Cost is closely tied to materials and man-
ufacturing processes, such as more effective electrocatalyst and more
durable membrane materials. These developments are underway and
have made significant progress.5 Cost however is also closely tied to
power density of the fuel cell stack. It is obvious that with higher
power density less cells or an accordingly smaller cell area with the
related reduced material use, is leading to a cost reduction if the high
power density materials are of comparable cost.

Automotive fuel cells with state of the art materials and cell struc-
tures reach today more than 1 W/cm2 with current densities up to
3 A/cm2.5 At such high current densities water management becomes
more and more important and has to be properly designed on various
scales from the system level to nanoscale structures, including all cell
components as flow field plates, gas diffusion layers (GDL), the poly-
mer membrane and the catalyst layer (CL). In order to minimize the
ohmic losses, the polymer membrane needs to be well humidified,6

however at high current densities performance losses from increased
gas transport limitations should be avoided. The increase of gas stream
saturation along the channel can hardly be avoided without econom-
ically unwanted increased gas flow rates and the required size of
stack peripherals. Also increasing the cell temperature is not an op-
tion since dehumidifying of the membrane has to be avoided. High
gas saturation leads to the accumulation of liquid water in the porous
gas diffusion layers, especially under the flow field ribs, which results
in performance drops due to increased gas transport resistance in par-
ticular at the cathode.7–10 This effect occurs also at under-saturated
conditions when water cannot be transported at sufficient rates any-
more in the vapor phase through the GDL and can happen even below
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1 A/cm2.9,11–13 With respect to conventional flow field structures that
use straight gas channels, the most important parameter that controls
GDL saturation is the width of the rib between two neighboring chan-
nels, which strongly affects the extent of lateral species transport in
the GDL.

The structure of the liquid water in the GDL is thus the result of the
subtle balance between capillary water transport, heat transport, evap-
oration and condensation in the complex gradients of humidity and
temperature in the porous structure. Many attempts have been made
to better understand these phenomena by modeling.14–17 The consti-
tutive relation between saturation and liquid permeability is a major
input parameter to describe the liquid water transport in the GDL. Dif-
ferent descriptions, mainly derived for soil science applications18–21

have been used in macrohomogeneous PEFC two-phase modeling,
but experimental evidence for permeability of the liquid water phase
in the thin GDL structures, where boundaries and inhomogeneities
play an important role is scarce.22 So, to date modeling has not been
able to capture the complete complexity also due to the difficult de-
scription of the boundary conditions, in particular the local variance
of the current density on the catalyst layer side,23 which is the result
of recursive process of local humidity and oxygen transport, and the
local temperature on both sides of the GDL.

To date, also on the experimental side no comprehensive descrip-
tion of pore scale water saturation at any technical relevant operating
conditions has been given. Neutron and X-ray radiography, provide
only averaged saturation information along at least one cell dimen-
sion, thus pore scale level processes cannot be depicted precisely with
these methods (or only for very small domains24).

X-ray tomographic microscopy developed during the past years
allows insights into pore scale connections and processes (Toyota,2

GM,25 Honda,26 PSI,27,28 ZSW29) and is particularly suited for imag-
ing the water phase on the level of the pore structure of the GDL. The
methodology has been developed for operando measurements and data
has been presented for moderate temperature25,26,28,30–32 where evap-
oration/condensation is of low importance or freezing conditions.33

However no data has been put forward to date for operating conditions
of automotive high power densities at high cell temperatures and cur-
rent densities, where capillary transport and evaporation/condensation
both play important roles. In this study, the liquid water distribution
in the cathode GDL is analyzed. Saturation, water cluster size and
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through-plane permeability are determined by XTM in cells operat-
ing at 80◦C, with current densities up to 3 A/cm2, for two different
gas humidities and for two flow fields geometries (rib widths).

This work focuses on the analysis of the drainage capabilities of
the water saturation in the GDL toward the flow field channels. The
key questions are: How much water in liquid phase is present in the
GDL at under- and oversaturated conditions? What are the differences
between GDL under channel and rib? What is the size of the liquid do-
mains/clusters? Does the liquid water form highly connected networks
or stays fragmented into smaller clusters? How many through-plane
(TP) connected clusters that provide a hydraulic path toward the flow
field channels are there and what is their volumetric share? What is
the liquid permeability that these TP-connected water clusters provide
and is it high enough to drain water at foreseeable higher current den-
sities? And finally, with respect to modeling efforts of PEFC: What
is the correlation between saturation and the permeability of liquid
water?

This in-depth analysis of the local saturation and the liquid water
transport properties in the GDL provides design criteria for the de-
velopment of more efficient water removal that will open up the way
to higher power density using carbon based materials. A follow-up
study will focus on the influence of the water saturation on the gaseous
transport in the GDL and on the consequences on cell performance.

Experimental

A specially designed two-channel (0.8 mm width, 0.3 mm depth,
10 mm length) PEFC with graphitic flow fields (Sigracet BMA5 from
Eisenhuth GmbH, Germany) was used for the XTM experiments (see
Figure 1). At least a two-channel design is required to obtain saturation
and water distribution data over a channel & rib repetition unit without
boundary bias, as it is the case in a single channel cell (Eller et al.28).
Two different flow field designs, differing only in the rib width (0.8 and
1.6 mm) were used (see Figure 2). As electrochemical components,
catalyst coated membranes (H200) from Solvicore (Hanau, D) based
on 50 µm dry thickness Nafion membranes were used in combination
with Toray TGP-H-060 gas diffusion electrodes (hydrophobized with
PTFE, about 10%) with a hydrophobic microporous layer (Solvicore
H200 cathode GDL/MPL). Between the ribs of the flow field the
membrane-electrode assemblies (MEA) were compressed to 450 µm,
corresponding to a compression of the GDLs to about 75% of their
initial thickness. The catalyzed domain of the MEA was 16 mm2

(4.5 mm × 3.6 mm) and fitted completely into the X-ray beam during
the XTM scans. This was necessary to monitor X-ray induced cell
performance degradation25,34,35.

CCM

GDL

Flow  Field

a) b)

Figure 1. a) Schematics of XTM cell; b) temperature controlled XTM cell
with heated socket and heated gas feed tube in front of the TOMCAT zoom
objective microscope; exhaust gas lines at cell top are unheated.

Figure 2. XTM reconstruction of the two channel cell with 0.8 mm (top) and
1.6 mm (bottom) wide rib at conditions A03 and A13, respectively; dashed
boxes indicate the analyzed cathode GDL domains; 1001 projections of 10 ms
frame time at 13.5 keV with the pco.Dimax camera.

Cells were conditioned at 80◦C cell temperature before imaging
with a 15 h break in and characterization procedure, that consisted of
constant current operation for 5 h (1 A/cm2, H2/O2, 92% rH) followed
by a fine rH-sweep (10 humidity steps between 40 and 104% rH,
0.75 A/cm2, H2/Air, 30 min hold) and a coarse rH-sweep (3 humidity
steps between 65 and 100% rH, 0.75 A/cm2, H2/Air, 60 min hold).
Before each rH-sweep the cells were dried by operation at 0.25 A/cm2,
H2/Air, 40% rH for 60 min and at the end of each rH-step of the coarse
rH-sweep a polarization curve (OCV to 1 A/cm2, H2/Air, 5 s hold)
was measured.

At the beamline, the cells were operated at 80◦C cell temperature
at constant current in differential mode with H2/air or H2/O2 (100
Nml/min each; corresponding to dry gas velocities of ≈4.5 m/s in the
gas channels and stoichiometries > 10) humidified at the required dew
point. The cells fed with air at the cathode were operated at two feed
gas humidities (under- and oversaturated conditions (Ann)) at a fixed
current density, whereas the oxygen fed cell was operated at different
current densities (On) at fixed (undersaturated) fed gas humidity. All
data was obtained at atmospheric gas pressures. Table I gives an
overview on the cell parameters for the operation points where XTM
images were recorded. The tomographic scans were recorded after 30
min of constant operation at each set point with the sequence of the
dew points in descending order and the sequence of current densities
in ascending order. At the end of the experiment the cell was dried
with a gas feed of 40◦C dew point for at least 20 minutes and scanned
once more to obtain XTM reference data of the dry GDL and flow
field structures. The 1 kHz high frequency resistance (HFR) of the
cells was monitored with a Tsuruga E3566 AC milliohm meter as a
measure for membrane resistivity and thus membrane humidification.

On the rotation stage at the beamline the cells were operated with
vertical MEA orientation with the capability to rotate more than 360◦.
This cell orientation allows for channels extending over the field of
view of the X-ray imaging and thus for channel lengths with a well
developed flow profile, being representative for large technical cells.

Table I. Cell and set point characteristics of XTM PEFC

experiments at 80◦C cell temperature.

Experiment Dew point rH Cathode Current Density

ID [◦C] [%] Gas [A/cm2] Rib Size

A02 74 78 Air 0.75 Narrow

A03 82 108 Air 0.75 Narrow

A12 74 78 Air 0.75 Wide

A13 82 108 Air 0.75 Wide

O1 74 78 Oxygen 0.75 Narrow

O2 74 78 Oxygen 1.50 Narrow

O3 74 78 Oxygen 2.25 Narrow

O4 74 78 Oxygen 3.00 Narrow
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Figure 3. In-plane XTM slices through the cathode GDL for different imaging conditions at a distance of about 45 µm from the channel/rib-GDL interface;
black dashed boxes indicate the analyzed cathode GDL domains; white dashed lines indicate the edges of the flow field ribs/channels; gas flow direction was from
bottom to top; active area of the cells can be identified by a brighter area over the whole slice width (vertically limiting the black dashed boxes).

In order to provide the required operating conditions with dew points
of the reactants around 80◦C, the set-up was equipped with in-house
designed heated gas tubes which allow the cell to turn with exerting
only a minimal torque, to allow for undisturbed imaging.

XTM Imaging and Data Processing

Imaging.—Operando XTM scans in absorption contrast mode
were performed at the TOMCAT beamline of the Swiss Light Source
(SLS)36 using a fast, CMOS technology based camera (pco.Dimax,
Germany), that allows even ultra fast sub-second XTM scans.37 The
pco.Dimax camera was mounted on a microscope (ELYA solutions,
Czech Republic) equipped with a continuous zoom objective pro-
viding magnification ranging from 2× to 3.9×. This combination
provides a pixel size of 2.9 × 2.9 µm2, about 5.8 × 5.8 mm2 field of
view and 2.44 × 10−17 m3 voxel size (2.44 × 10−2 pL) at the highest
magnification and full chip readout (2016 × 2016 pixels). The Ru/C
multilayer monochromator of the beamline was used and provided a
flux of about (2.1 to 6) × 1011 photons/(s mm2) at 13.5 keV beam
energy with an energy bandwidth of 2% to 3%, a beam height of about
5.2 mm, and a beam width larger than the actual field of view. The
exposure time per projection was 10 ms, so rotating the cell 180◦ while
taking 1001 radiographic projections led to a total X-ray exposure of
10 s per scan.

GDL segmentation workflow.—XTM produces 3D gray scale
voxel data. The X-ray linear attenuation coefficient in the solid is
highest at the catalyst layer which is the brightest material phase in
the XTM images (see Figure 2). GDL fibers are second brightest,
void is dark and the water has the medium gray scale. After segmenta-
tion of the different material phases, quantitative morphological data
can be extracted from the XTM data sets. All XTM data sets from
Table I have been segmented for void, liquid and solid phase with
same thresholding parameters using a workflow similar to the one
described in Ref. 28. The GDL solid structure is obtained from a scan
of the dry cell, and the liquid phase is obtained by subtracting the dry

XTM data from the wet XTM data of the carefully aligned two data
sets.

The catalyzed domain of the MEA is slightly smaller than the
beam height. Where catalyst layer is present on the membrane, the
gray scale values in the GDL are locally enhanced due to blurring
of the strongly absorbing catalyst layer, while in the absence of the
catalyst layer XTM slices do not show the brightening of the gray
scale values of the GDL (compare Figure 3). This complicates the
GDL solid segmentation over the whole channel length. Therefore,
and different to Ref. 28, the dry XTM dataset were filtered with an in-
house implementation of the local normalization filter38 which allows
to remove the inhomogeneous background intensity within the GDL
domain. The filter was applied in 2D for the in-plane (IP) direction
to remove the CL patterns and in through-plane direction to remove
the gradient of the gray levels from the CL toward the flow field. The
latter step can be interpreted as a generalization of the adaptation of
the solid threshold in through-plane direction in the initial workflow
of Ref. 28.

Quantification of liquid water.—The quantification of the liquid
saturation in all analysis was limited to the top 90 µm of the cathode
GDL to avoid influences from the MPL domain, since XTM cannot
resolve liquid water in the MPL nano-pores and the difficulties in
MPL segmentation that cannot be overcome with the local normal-
ization for this thin and inhomogeneous type of MPL. The analyzed
GDL domains were furthermore limitedd to the domains with cata-
lyst present on the membrane (brighter sections in the IP-slices of
Figure 3) and subdivided into cuboid domains representing the GDL
under the rib and the channels, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The
subdomain cuboids were located centered under channels and ribs
with dimensions of 725 µm × 90 µm × 4439 µm (250 × 31 × 1531
voxel) under the channels and the small ribs, but 1450 µm × 90 µm

dThe location of the analyzed domain was slightly readjusted compared to Refs. 39,

40, which leads to some deviations of the saturation values. General trends between the

different samples/conditions remain unchanged.
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× 4439 µm (500 × 31 × 1531 voxel) under the wider ribs of A12
and A13 excluding the domains directly under the edges of the flow
field ribs from the analysis. The resulting subdomain volumes are
about 0.3 mm3, respectively 0.6 mm3, and the in-plane cross-section
of the subdomains are with 3.2 mm2, respectively and 6.4 mm2, clearly
above the limits of a representative equivalent area (REA) of Toray
TGP-H-060 GDLs as shown by Roth et al.41.

The water clusters of a sample volume V were identified using the
bwlabeln routine of the image processing toolbox of Matlab42 e and
their bounding box was calculated. All 26 neighboring voxels of the
center of a cube with 27 voxels were accepted as connection of two
voxels. Based on the bounding box information, the water clusters
within the analyzed GDL domain were assigned to different connec-
tion type cluster categories. In order to avoid wrong classifications,
the assignment step was implemented before cropping channel and
rib subdomains.

Permeability calculations.—The permeability κ (see Eq. 1) is a
physics based measure of pore space connectivity and convective
transmissibility for low Reynolds numbers fluid flows (Re ≪ 1) that
can be be defined through Darcy’s law

κab =
µub,mean

| ∂ P/∂a |
[1]

where µ is the dynamic viscosity, ub,mean is the volumetric mean veloc-
ity inside the sample in the direction b = {xb, yb, zb}, and ∂ P/∂a is the
pressure gradient in direction a = {xa, ya, za}. In this work, through-
plane permeability of the porous media has been calculated with the
LIR-Stokes solver of the FlowDict module of GeoDict (Math2Market
GmbH, Germany) for the liquid water domain (κl ) and for the void
of the dry structure as reference (κ). Based on the two values the
relative liquid permeability κrl = κl/κ can be calculated. The calcu-
lations used periodic boundary conditions at the inflow and outflow
boundaries of the sample with an added void in-flow region of 20
voxel thickness and a fixed pressure difference (20 Pa, fluid: air),
but symmetric boundary conditions at other sample boundary areas.
For calculating the pressure drop within the liquid phase, a flow rate
boundary condition of 5.76 × 10−6 l/(min cm2) per 1 A/cm2 was ap-
plied for liquid water at 80◦C (density of 971.8 kg/m3, viscosity of
3.9 × 10−4 kg/ms).

Results

Electrochemical performance.—For the cells and operating con-
ditions with air at the cathode (Ann), the influence of the feed gas
humidification (under- and oversaturated, 78% and 108%, respec-
tively) and the width of the rib on cell voltage and water distribution
was studied. The undersaturated conditions were chosen such that
they represent the optimal feed gas humidity providing the maxi-
mum cell voltage at a current density of 0.75 A/cm2. The cell volt-
age for air fed cells is shown for a broad dew point variation in
Figure 4a. A maximum of the cell performance is observed at dew
points between 74 and 76◦C (corresponding to 78 to 85% rH, re-
spectively). While the decreasing cell performance at lower dew
points can be explained by lower membrane conductivity (higher
HFR values), the decreasing cell performance at higher dew points
are not a result from membrane resistance changes. The HFR is de-
creasing from values around 75 mOhm cm2 for optimal humidity
(A02 and A12) to about 65 mOhm cm2 at oversaturated conditions
(A03 and A13). Performance loss must therefore be due to mass
transport limitations at fully humidified conditions. At the beam-
line the cells performed slightly better at undersaturated conditions
(A02 and A12) than during performance-characterization, whereas
cell voltages at the oversaturated conditions (A03 and A13) agree
well.

Figure 4b shows the polarization curve characteristics of the cells
operated with H2/air and H2/oxygen at 80◦C cell temperature with the

eThe 3D object counter of Fiji would be a freeware alternative.
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Figure 4. a) Cell voltage for H2/air operation at 0.75 A/cm2 as function of
gas dew point; b) current voltage curves for operation with air and oxygen
(both for narrow rib) at dew point of 76◦C; cell temperature always 80◦C;
labels refer to conditions imaged by XTM; gray/black error bars indicate pre-
characterization results for different cells during rH-variation; condition A01
is shown in accordance with Eller et al.,39 but not further discussed in this
work.

undersaturated feed gas humidity (rH of 78%) and atmospheric gas
pressures. At this dewpoint the onset of mass transport losses can be
observed above 1 A/cm2 for air operation, whereas no mass transport
limitation becomes obvious up to 3 A/cm2 for oxygen operation in the
differential mode. In order to access the water saturation for a large
range of current densities, pure oxygen feed gas at the cathode was
selected for imaging. The water phase was imaged at four different
current densities between 0.75 and 3.0 A/cm2 at the undersaturated
feed gas settings (On).

The cell voltage of all H2/air conditions and the H2/oxygen con-
ditions O1 - O3 match well with the values obtained during pre-
characterization. Significant radiation induced bias of the cell voltage
was only observed at condition O4. This cell was already exposed to
the synchrotron radiation for 30 s during the XTM scans of conditions
O1-O3, whereas the two H2/air cells of the humidity variation were
irradiated only for 10 s before condition An2. This is consistent with
previous X-ray exposure studies,35 where a significant voltage bias
was observed after 30 s irradiation at same photon energy and flux
at TOMCAT at 80◦C cell temperature. Since the cells were operated
with constant current set-points, the water production rate at condition
O4 was not affected. The additional overpotential of 150 mV leads
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Figure 5. 2D projection of the liquid water volume fraction in the analyzed 90 µm thick GDL domain in through-plane direction; black dashed lines indicate the
edges of the flow field ribs/channels.

to an increase of 20% of the cell’s heat production (about 3 W/cm2

instead of 2.5 W/cm2). The influence on liquid saturation at O4 can’t
be quantified but is expected to be non-dominant.

Quantification of the liquid saturation.—In Figure 3 in-plane (IP)
slices through the cathode GDL for the different operating conditions
and rib widths are shown. These single slices (in a plane about 45 µm
from the channel/rib-GDL interface) illustrate the prominent effect of
gas feed humidity, rib dimensions and current density on the saturation
of the cathode GDL. At the highest gas feed humidification conditions
A03 and A13 liquid water is found in the GDL both under channel and
rib. At optimal gas feed humidification liquid water is only present
in the GDL of the wide rib cell (A12) but not in the narrow rib cell
(A02 and O1). Only for the oversaturated conditions of A03 and A13
considerable amounts of liquid water can be observed outside the
catalyst containing MEA area, especially in the downstream direction

of the gas flow. In case of the current density variations O1 to O4
(0.75; 1.5; 2.25 and 3.0 A/cm2) the saturation is clearly increasing
with current density, predominantly but not exclusively in the rib area.
Furthermore, the liquid saturation under the ribs of the high current
density scans (O2-O4) seems to be more dense and less fragmented
than the rather clustered saturations of A03 and A13.

This observation is confirmed by the through-plane projection of
the water voxels in the analyzed GDL domain (see Figure 5). For
conditions O2 and O3 a dense water accumulation under the center of
the ribs is found, where only a few branches of liquid water provide
paths to the channel area. As the saturated area becomes wider from
O2 to O4, a more homogeneous front toward the channel area is
formed. In the channel domains, a significant saturation can be found
only at the high rH conditions A03 and A13. There, covering about
40% of the GDL area, the saturation is more fragmented than under
the ribs with about 80% coverage.
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Figure 6. 2D projection of the liquid water volume fraction along the flow
channel direction; the GDL domains are cropped above the MPL/CL interface.

In the GDL rib and channel domains many locations with water
volume fractions of 70% and higher can be identified. These locations
likely provide a liquid connection through the entire thickness of
the MPL-free domain, allowing for liquid transport between CL and
channel or rib.

The projections of the water volume fraction along the channel
direction (see Figure 6) confirms the high accumulation of liquid
water under the ribs of the oversaturated conditions A03 and A13 and
also for the high current density conditions O2 to O4 from a different
viewing angle. While the high rH conditions show widespread high
water volume fractions above 40% under the ribs, the high current
density conditions show a more centered distribution with volume
fractions of up to 50% under the ribs center and only about 10 to 20%
in the outer rib domains. The cumulonimbus like pattern under the
wide rib of the undersaturated condition A12 suggests that there are
liquid TP connection paths possible even at a rH of only 78%. As
expected from the through-plane projections, only the channel GDL
domains of the oversaturated conditions show water volume fractions
of up to 30%, whereas for conditions O2-O4 a signature of the tails
of the rib saturation into the channel GDL is observed at levels of up
to around 5%.

In the domain of the flow channels of Figure 6 faint water droplets
on the GDL surface (oversaturated conditions A03 and A13) and the
contour of plug flow along the flow field walls (A03 and A13 and high
current density conditions O2-O4) are observed.

For better comparison of the in-plane and through-plane projec-
tions, the water volume fraction, rather than the saturation is used in
Figures 5 and 6. Saturation data projected (or averaged) along the
channel and the investigated GDL thickness is given in Figure 7. As
discussed already above, it can clearly be seen that the increasing gas
humidity leads to an increase of the liquid saturation in the entire GDL
including a significant saturation also in the channel area (Figures 7
top and middle), whereas higher current densities mostly increase the

Figure 7. Saturation profiles of cathode GDL across the cell width averaged
along the active area (4.5 mm) and for a height of 90 µm of the GDL from the
channel/rib-GDL interface.

saturation in the rib area (O2-O4, Figure 7 bottom). The maximum
saturation did not rise significantly from 2.25 A/cm2 (O3) to 3.0 A/cm2

(O4), but the liquid volume under the rib increased laterally. The small
stripe of channel GDL domain with an average saturation not exceed-
ing 10%, seems to be necessary to drain the liquid water from the rib
domain into the gas channels at the higher current densities.

Comparing the oversaturated conditions (A03 and A13) with the
highest current density condition (O4) spatial differences of the satu-
ration under the rib are again obvious, though the high mean saturation
values above 50% are comparable. The profiles of A03 and A13 are
rather homogeneous and high values are found close to the edges of
the ribs, but a saturation of 0.6 is rarely exceeded. For O4, the satu-
ration reaches even 0.75 but the profile is still bell shaped, similarly
to O2 and O3, with lower values toward the edges of the ribs, where
undersaturated feed gas humidities seem to promote water removal
by evaporation. This is not possible at the oversaturated conditions
of A03 and A13 with average channel GDL saturation of about 25%
resulting in high GDL saturations at the rib edges.

Table II provides a summary of the average saturations and porosi-
ties of the channel and rib GDL domains for the different conditions
an rib widths.

Quantification of water clusters.—The projection of water clus-
ters in the through-plane direction shown in Figure 5 reveals the
locations of high local saturation. But it fails to conclude which wa-
ter accumulation provides a hydraulic connection from the CL/MPL
interface to the channel, especially under the ribs, where drainage
of liquid water into the channel requires hydraulic connections over
some tens of pores in-plane direction. Labeling the individual water
clusters, this question can be addressed both in through-plane and in
in-plane direction. The distribution of cluster volumes, cluster num-
bers and cluster density is therefore analyzed and discussed for GDL
domains with an average saturation larger than 1%.

Figure 8 shows a 3D visualization of the liquid water, where the 10
largest clusters of each domain are colored differently than the smaller
clusters. Under the ribs, the majority of the saturation seems to be
collected by at maximum 5 clusters for all conditions. Conditions O3
and O4 are even dominated by a single cluster that spans over the entire
field of view in the along-the-channel direction. For the oversaturated
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Table II. Cathode GDL porosity and saturation for the channel
and rib domains. For the channels the average value the two

channel domains is given. Porosity difference between the rib and
channel domains is in the order of a standard deviation of the two
channel domains of each cell (A0n 0.6, A1n 0.9, On 2.3).

Experiment Porosity [%] Saturation [%]

ID Channel Rib Channel Rib

A02 65.1 64.3 0.1 0.1

A03 –‖– –‖– 26.5 51.6

A12 62.5 64.4 0.0 17.8

A13 –‖– –‖– 24.0 55.2

O1 64.4 66.6 0.0 0.0

O2 –‖– –‖– 0.3 28.6

O3 –‖– –‖– 0.7 43.7

O4 –‖– –‖– 0.5 51.6

conditions the largest clusters under the ribs seem even to expand
into the channel GDL domains. There, the ten largest clusters are of
similar size and cover only about 50% of the water volume.

In order to further quantify the cluster volume distributions, cu-
mulative plots of water volumes and cluster numbers versus cluster
volume on a logarithmic scale are presented in Figure 9. The volume
distribution of the individual water clusters in the different domains
spans over 5 to 6 orders of magnitude from few pL up to almost 140 nL
(about one seventh of a millimeter cube). The visual impression of
Figure 8 that the water volume is dominated by few clusters is con-
firmed as under the ribs (Figure 9a and 9b), about 90% of the water is
found in at the most 4 of the largest clusters.

For the wide rib and oversaturated condition A13, only the largest
cluster contains about 66% of the total water volume. For conditions
O3 and O4 even more than 95% of the total water volume are con-
nected. The largest cluster at 3.0 A/cm2 (O4) has 94 nL, but it is still
smaller than the largest cluster of A13 with a volume of 137 nL.
Table III lists the volume of the largest cluster for each condi-
tion/domain. On the other end of the cluster size distribution, the
smaller 90% of the clusters under the ribs contain less than 5% of the
total water volume.

When looking at the distributions for the channel domains (Figure
9c) it is seen that the water volume is less dominated by very few large
clusters and the maximum cluster size is limited to about 10 nL. Since

the water clusters can drain directly into the channel, they remain
therefore isolated and do not grow above 10 nL threshold. This is in
contrast to the rib domains, where the GDL-rib interface acts as a
barrier that forces the TP-transport clusters to join either by capillary
pressure to in-plane growth or by condensation due to the slightly
lower temperatures at the GDL-rib interface. The smaller 90% of the
clusters in the channel GDL domains contain about 10% of the total
water volume, as the D90 value of the size distribution is shifted to
an order of magnitude larger cluster sizes compared to the GDL rib
domains.

When analyzing the slope of the cumulative cluster number plots,
around 85 to 95% the highest negative curvature is observed. The
bending of the curve is at cluster sizes of 20-60 pL. This slope change
is rather discrete for the channels and more smooth for the rib domains.
The flattening of the cluster number distribution means that beyond
this bending point there are less clusters per decade of volume. This
characteristic volume can be correlated to pore sizes. If a cluster
overcomes the barrier posed by the throats of its initial pore, it will
probably continue to grow further as its growing mechanism will
allow him to overcome also a similar sized throat of the next pore.
This would mean that there should be fewer clusters with a volume
of two pores than clusters with a volume less than a pore and a lower
slope of cluster number distribution beyond the single pore volume
can be expected. In general, it is difficult to geometrically define a pore
shape for the random and highly porous GDL materials. Depending on
the pore shape assumptions, the average pore volume for Toray type
GDLs spans between 10 pL, assuming cylindrical pore cross sections
or spherical pores with a diameter of 20-30 µm,32,43 and 75 pL if one
considers the anisotropy of pore dimensions44 by somewhat cuboid
pores (50 µm × 50 µm × 30 µm). Consequently, the volume of
20-60 pL at the curve bending can be understood as an indicator for
average pore size.

The through-plane (TP) size of clusters is important as particularly
those linking the CL/MPL interface with the channel or rib interface
are of high relevance for the liquid water transport. The smallest
water clusters, that span over the channel GDL domain in through-
plane direction have a volume of about 0.2 to 0.5 nL, as can be seen in
Figure 10 exemplarily for condition A03’s left channel GDL, where
TP-size is plotted over the cluster volume. At the same time some
water clusters of similar or larger volume exist, that do not expand
over the full GDL thickness or maybe just over 50% of the analyzed
GDL TP-dimension. It is therefore difficult to decide if a water cluster
provides a TP-percolation path based on the cluster volume.
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Figure 8. 3D rendering water saturation of the individual channel and rib domains for all conditions with water saturation above 1%. The 10 largest clusters are
colored individually.
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Figure 9. a)-c) Cumulative representation of number of clusters and cluster
volume plotted against cluster volume; comparison of a) rib domains of air
conditions, b) rib domains of oxygen conditions and c) channel domains of
air conditions. Clusters below 0.1 pL (4 voxels) can be regarded as remaining
noise in the segmentation.
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Figure 10. Through-plane extent of water clusters in 90 µm thick GDL do-
main under left channel of A03.

FC

TC

BC

NC

Figure 11. Sketch of the different cluster types that can be found in the GDL
domain; blue: full connected water clusters (FC); green: top connected (TC);
red: bottom connected (BC); purple: non connected (NC); rib domain and GDL
fibers are shown in black, catalyst layer and membrane are shown in gray.

Classification of water clusters.—In order tho determine which
accumulation of liquid water is involved in liquid transport through the
GDL toward the channel, TP-connectivity is a major criteria, as out-
lined above. As shown in Figure 10, cluster volume is a prerequisite,
but it is not a sufficient measure for TP-connectivity. Consequently,
the individual water clusters have been classified into different clus-
ters categories. It is distinguished between full connected (FC) water
clusters, that provide a percolation path in TP-direction from bottom
to the top of the GDL, bottom connected (BC) and top connected
(TC) water clusters that are only connected to the top or the bottom
of the GDL domain, respectively, and isolated, non-connected (NC)
water clusters (see Figure 11 for a schematic visualization). Results
of the analysis are given in Table IV only for domains with average
liquid saturation above 1% to avoid the discussion of artifacts and non
significant fluctuations.

Table III. Volume and bounding box dimensions of largest cluster (lCl) in each cathode GDL domain (lBB) with a saturation > 1%. For the
channels the values of the largest cluster of the two channel domains is given.

Bounding box dimensions

Volume IP-X IP-Y Cross section

Experiment V lCl lCl/lBB lCl lCl/lBB V/h lCl(IP-X)*lCl(IP-Y)

ID Domain [nl] [mm] [%] [mm] [%] [mm2] [mm2]

A03 Rib 56.9 2.93 66 0.73 100 0.63 2.14

A12 Rib 26.0 1.26 28 1.21 83 0.29 1.52

A13 Rib 136.8 3.59 81 1.45 100 1.52 5.21

O2 Rib 40.3 3.12 70 0.73 100 0.45 2.28

O3 Rib 80.5 4.44 100 0.73 100 0.89 3.24

O4 Rib 96.4 4.43 100 0.73 100 1.07 3.23

A03 Channel 5.2 0.42 10 0.46 63 0.06 0.19

A13 Channel 8.9 0.70 16 0.73 100 0.10 0.51
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Table IV. Volume-percentage and fraction of clusters of the observed water cluster connection types for rib and channel domains, as well as total
cluster density for the different experimental conditions where liquid water saturation levels above 1% were found. For the channels the average

value of the two channel domains is given.

TP-connection type

Experiment FC BC TC NC

ID Domain [vol%] [#%] [vol%] [#%] [vol%] [#%] [vol%] [#%] Total [#/mm2]

A03 Rib 95 3 2 30 2 37 2 30 184

A12 Rib 92 1 1 28 5 43 2 28 43

A13 Rib 96 3 2 25 2 41 1 31 140

O2 Rib 96 3 2 34 1 34 1 30 54

O3 Rib 97 2 1 27 1 45 1 26 91

O4 Rib 97 1 1 30 1 36 1 33 115

A03 Channel 83 15 12 47 2 8 3 31 92

A13 Channel 81 9 16 52 1 5 2 35 116
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Figure 12. 3D rendering of the different cluster types for all conditions with water saturation above 1% using same color coding as in Figure 11.

The majority of the liquid water belongs to the category of FC-
type clusters (see Figure 12). Under the ribs in average 96% of the
water volume is fully connected in just 1 to 3% of the water clusters,
independent of operating conditions or flow field width. A similarly
high average FC volume fraction of 82% was found in the channel
GDL domains of the oversaturated conditions A03 and A13, where
about one out of ten clusters is FC connected.

BC and TC type water makes up 25 to 45% of the clusters under
the ribs, but with negligible 1 to 5% of the liquid volume. In the
channel domains however, there is a clear difference between BC
and TC type clusters, where the majority of about 50% water clusters
are of BC type occupying in average 14% of the water volume and
much fewer TC type clusters (5 to 8%) within no more than to
2% of the water volume. The volume fraction of NC type clusters
is negligible under the ribs (∼1%) and only slightly higher in the
channel domains (3%). Interestingly, the volume fraction of BC and
FC type clusters of the channel GDL domains sums up to the FC type
volume fraction under the ribs providing evidence that water transport
is mainly due to capillary forces driven flow of liquid water from
the MPL to the gas channel as diffusive vapor transport is negligible
at oversaturated conditions. Since the available XTM scans are only
temporal snapshots of the local saturation distribution, it seems
possible that BC-type clusters grow into FC type or FC clusters may
shrink after droplet detachment and temporarily convert into BC type.

Regarding the total cluster density, most clusters are found under
the ribs of the high rH conditions A03 and A13. With increasing
current density the cluster density increases but does not reach the
values of the high humidity conditions. In the channel GDL domains 9

to 13 #/mm2 FC-type clusters were observed, which can be interpreted
as the density of break-through points per area. In the rib domains, such
an interpretation would be misleading, since individual clusters merge
after break-through. The observed breakthrough densities are two to
three times higher than the values reported recently by Hinebaugh
et al.45 for a Toray paper based GDL with MPL at similar current
density of 0.6 A/cm2 but lower feed gas humidity of 65%.

Through-plane permeability.—After quantification, classification
and localization of the TP-connected FC-category water clusters, it
still remains an open question how well the liquid water is connected
and how easily water can flow and drain into the gas channels. Here,
the transmissibility of the water distribution in through-plane direction
is quantified by the permeability of the liquid phase in the GDL, κl , that
is defined only by the properties of FC-type clusters. As FC-category
clusters were found only for the conditions and domains in Table IV,
the analysis of liquid permeability is limited to these domains.

The calculated values for the liquid permeability κl range between
0.7 × 10−12 m2 (A12) and 2.8 × 10−12 m2 (O3) under the ribs (see
Table V for detailsf) with similar values at high current densities and
at high gas feed relative humidity conditions. The slight decrease of

f
κl should not be calculated based on a segmentation of the XTM data that considers

only the liquid phase as done in Eller et al.39 The cluster&island removal step incorrectly

assigns parts of the non-considered solid matrix to the water phase, which leads to almost

one order of magnitude too high values of κl , even though the over-estimation of the water

volume is only about 10 to 15%.
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Table V. Cathode GDL permeabilities of dry structure (κ), of liquid
phase during operando XTM (κl) and relative permeabilities (κrl)

in TP-direction. For the channels the average value the two channel
domains is given.

Experiment κ κl κrl

ID Domain [10−12 m2] [10−12 m2] [ - ]

A03 Rib 7.9 2.2 0.28

A12 Rib 7.6 0.7 0.09

A13 Rib –‖– 2.7 0.36

O2 Rib 9.5 1.9 0.20

O3 Rib –‖– 2.8 0.29

O4 Rib –‖– 2.6 0.27

A03 Channel 8.8 0.7 0.08

A13 Channel 7.2 0.6 0.08

liquid permeability from condition O3 to O4 might be just a tem-
poral fluctuation of the liquid paths and shows the limitations of the
low statistics for the rib domains of each condition. Still a general
increase of liquid permeability with current density is observed. The
liquid permeabilities κl in the channel GDL domains are all around
0.7 × 10−12 m2.

For better comparison of the rib and channel values, the liquid
permeabilities have been normalized to the dry structure permeabili-
ties, resulting in the relative liquid permeability, κrl (see Table V for
numerical values). It turns out that under the rib of A13 the relative
liquid permeability phase is highest (0.36), while similar low values
under the rib of A12 and under the channels of the oversaturated con-
ditions A03 and A13 (0.8-0.9) are observed. The correlation of κrl to
saturation is an important parameter in PEFC models and is analyzed
in Figure 13. Overall, a positive correlation between relative liquid
permeabilities and saturation is observed, even though κrl is rather
stable in the channel GDL domains and slightly smaller for O4 than
for O3. However the power law relationship κrl = s3 that is com-
monly used in PEFC modeling (e.g. Wang and Wang,46 Flückiger,47

Litster and Djilali21) appears to be conservative on the low end for the
relative liquid permeability. An exponent between 1.5 and 2 seems a
more appropriate match for the present data.

The reader should keep in mind, that the through-plane values
of κrl under the ribs do not provide a complete picture regarding the
draining capabilities of the liquid saturation toward the channels, since
the liquid water needs to flow in in-plane direction under the ribs to
reach the flow channels. Consequently, the analysis domain has been
enlarged in in-plane direction such that the domain of a channel-rib-
channel repetition-unit is covered, which includes the required in-
plane transport from the rib toward the channel domains. The domain
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Figure 13. Through-plane relative liquid κrl permeabilities for rib and chan-
nel domains of conditions with GDL saturation different than zero; triangle
symbols point toward left or right for individual channel domains; dashed lines
are κrl = sx , with x = 1.5, 2, 3.

Table VI. Liquid permeabilities and pressure drop of the cathode
GDL channel-rib repetition cells. The pressure drop is calculated

for the specific current density of each condition.

Experiment κl Pressure Drop

ID Domain [10−12 m2] [ Pa]

A03 Repetition Unit 0.53 0.05

A12 Repetition Unit - -

A13 Repetition Unit 0.23 0.11

O2 Repetition Unit 0.03 1.77

O3 Repetition Unit 0.06 1.36

O4 Repetition Unit 0.02 5.04

is further enlarged by a layer of one voxel in TP-direction on top.
This additional layer is set permeable for liquid in the channel area
(porosity = 100%, saturation = 100%) and impermeable in the rib
area (porosity = 0%, saturation = 0%).

The calculated values of κl for the repetition unit domains are
smaller than for the isolated GDL domains (see Table VI). For the
high rH conditions, the values are slightly below those of their channel
domains, ranging between 0.2 × 10−12 m2 (A13) and 0.5 × 10−12 m2

(A03) due to the impermeable coverage of the rib domains. In case of
the current density variations, the channel GDL domains don’t con-
tribute to liquid transport and the values are even one order of mag-
nitude smaller, between 0.02 × 10−12 m2 (O4) and 0.06 × 10−12 m2

(O3).
If it is assumed that all water transport occurs in liquid phase,

the repetition unit cell TP-liquid permeabilities can be used to derive
upper limits of the pressure drop that is present in the FC-connected
water clusters as shown in Table VI. In case of O4, where the lowest
TP liquid permeability of the repetition unit domains was identified
and the highest pressure drop can be expected, the pressure drop for
a liquid water flow rate equivalent to a current density of 3 A/cm2 is
just about 5 Pa. Such low pressure drops are three orders of magnitude
away from breakthrough pressures22,27,44 or pressures that are required
for in-plane growth after breakthrough under a rib-structure for Toray-
type GDL.44

Santamaria et al.22 reported similar post-break-through liquid per-
meabilities of 0.5 × 10−12 m2 for Toray TGP-H-030 and TGP-H-060
papers with 5 wt% PTFE that were obtained from liquid water imbibi-
tion experiments. At flow rates that correspond to a capillary number
of Log Ca = −4 at the injection point at the bottom of the GDL, they
measured post break-through pressure drops of about 1 kPa (10 mbar)
for both GDL types. A current density of 1 A/cm2 corresponds to
a much smaller capillary number of Log Ca = −8.4 and therefore
far lower fluid velocity, which explains the about 3 orders of magni-
tude smaller pressure drops in the numerical evaluation of this work.
Hence, the calculated pressure drops of this study comply well with
the experimental values reported in Ref. 22.

Discussion

Regarding the reported cluster volumes the reader should keep
in mind, that they are restricted by the experimental and imaging
conditions. The along-the-channel dimension of the catalyst layer
domain limits the size of the largest clusters at least for the high current
density conditions O3 and O4, since they expand over the entire length
of catalyst layer domain in gas flow direction. It can be expected that
the liquid water forms a continuous path and thus much larger clusters
over a significant length of the ribs in a larger technical cell for similar
conditions. The same argument holds in TP direction for FC type
clusters at all conditions, as their size will scale with the thickness
of analyzed GDL domain. Depending on the specific position of the
analyzed domain, this is also true for BC and TC clusters. An average
in-plane coverage of the individual FC-type clusters might therefore
be a more easily transferable number to compare with other materials
and conditions. It turns out that such a measure is underestimating
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the dimensions of the in-plane area of the cluster bounding box by
a factor of 3 to 5 as shown in Table III for the largest water cluster
of each domain. The larger FC-type clusters that are observed in the
channel domains of the oversaturated conditions (volumes of 1-10 nL)
have consequently an IP-size over 0.03 to 0.5 mm2, while the larger
clusters under the ribs (∼100 nL) span over about 3 to 5 mm2.

The observed expansion of the FC type water clusters in the channel
GDL domains sets some boundaries for the dimensioning of recent
efforts to separate the transport paths of the liquid water and the gases
in the GDL by means of patterned wettability.48–50 It would require
hydrophilic domain about every 200 µm such that they could connect
to every FC type cluster of 1 nL size, or even every 100 µm for the
smallest observed FC clusters in the channel domain of only 0.2 nL, as
postulated already in Ref. 48. Even though the patterning of the GDL
surface is possible down to 100 µm, the resulting water structures
exhibit a feature width of 250 µm.50 It remains therefore unclear if
it will be possible to collect the water of all FC-type clusters with
such structures in the GDL channel domains. The reported wettability
patterns used for cell testing had 500 µm wide hydrophilic lines with
a pitch of 950 µm48 implemented on Toray TGP-H-060 that were
oriented perpendicular to the channel and rib structures. They showed
a beneficial cell performance at higher current densities, even though
the hydrophilic lines could not influence the FC water clusters over
one millimeter wide domains in the channel. It is therefore likely
that at least part of the cell performance improvements stems from
modified water drainage and reduced saturation under the ribs, where
the FC clusters form a slim stripe at the center of the ribs before they
grow in-plane toward the channels in the unpatterned GDL of this
study.

The observed liquid saturation and the calculated liquid permeabil-
ities are by far sufficient to drain the liquid product water of present
and upcoming current densities without significant pressure drops into
the gas channels. This allows to draw two conclusions. First, it means
that the channel-connected FC-type clusters can’t grow further by
capillary pressure driven processes as the pressure to overcome the
pore throat barrier can’t be reached. They can only increase in volume
if growing BC, TC, or NC-type water clusters merge with the channel
connected FC-type cluster.

Second, one could imagine, that the reduction of the liquid per-
meability by two or three orders would still result in pressure drops
smaller than the breakthrough pressure for Toray TGP-H-060 at a cur-
rent density of 10 A/cm2. The challenging question is how to reduce
the saturation in the GDL at (over-)saturated gases in the channel
domains. Presently, the random in-plane fiber positioning of Toray
type GDLs makes it likely that a large in-plane pore is crossed by
other carbon fibers at a near distance in the through-plane direction,
such that the sphere-based pore diameter is limited by the through-
plane (circular) throat cross-section diameter. This leads furthermore
to rather tortuous vertically oriented percolation paths with a large
difference of the maximum to minimum in-plane pore cross sections.
Different approaches to create non-tortuous through-plane transport
paths such as holes or grooves in the GDL have been reported.51–54

Alternatively, a more regular in-plane pattern of the fibers that is re-
peated in through-plane direction could reduce the TP-constriction
and tortuosity. For both approaches the sphere-based pore diameter
would be limited by the in-plane circular cross-section of the pores.
Close to the GDL-rib interface the (structured) GDL should addition-
ally provide a fiber arrangement that facilitates in-plane transport of
the liquid water toward the channels. Altogether this would lead to
lower breakthrough pressures and stronger vertical expansion of the
water clusters, which finally could reduce GDL saturation.

Summary

X-ray tomographic microscopy has been applied to quantify sat-
uration, cluster sizes, connectivity as well as the permeability of the
liquid water in the cathode GDL of PEFCs with two different rib
widths and operated in differential mode at various current densities
and feed gas humidities at 80◦C cell temperature. The quantification

of the liquid saturation was limited to the top 90 µm of the cathode
GDL as artifacts of the strong absorbing catalyst layer prevented seri-
ous solid segmentation of the GDL/MPL closer to the catalyst layer.
The analyzed GDL domain still represents about two thirds of the
compressed MPL-free GDL substrate.

At the optimal feed gas humidification level of 78% rH for opera-
tion at a current density of 0.75 A/cm2 no liquid water was detected in
the rib area of the cathode GDL for the narrow rib, but a saturation of
16% was seen for the wider rib width. At 108% feed gas relative hu-
midity, a cell voltage drop of about 70 mV was observed at a cathode
GDL saturation of about 25% (channels) to 55% (ribs). During opera-
tion with H2/O2 the saturation increased with current density, reaching
average values of up to 52% under the rib at 3.0 A/cm2 and 78% rH
feed gas humidity. Different patterns of the saturation under the ribs
were observed. While the saturation was found homogeneously dis-
tributed at the oversaturated conditions, it was centered under the ribs
in case of high current density conditions.

The density of water clusters under the ribs scaled with saturation
for variations of feed gas humidity as well as for increasing current
density with the highest values found at oversaturated conditions. Un-
der the channels the water clusters can drain directly into the channel
and do not grow above 10 nL as they remain isolated, whereas wa-
ter clusters with volumes of up to 130 nL are found under the ribs.
Here, the GDL-rib interface seems to act as a barrier that forces the
TP-transport clusters to join - may it be due to capillary forces driven
in-plane growth or condensation under the ribs.

The classification of the water cluster connectivity in the GDL
revealed that in average 85% (channel) to 95% (rib) of the liquid
water volume is fully connected in TP direction and contributes to
liquid water transport from the catalyst layer to the flow field with
no more then 3% (rib) to 15% (channel) of the water clusters. In
the channel domains this corresponds to about 10 to 14 breakthrough
points per mm2. While other connectivity types are negligible in terms
of volumetric share under the ribs, a significant amount of water (up
to 15%) that is connected only toward the MPL/CL has been found in
the channel GDL domains at oversaturated conditions.

The dependency of the calculated liquid permeabilities on the ob-
served saturation can be described with a power law using an exponent
between 1.5 and 2 for all channel and rib GDL domains. Modeling
studies using higher exponents of 3 or higher are likely to underesti-
mate the liquid permeability at low saturations.

Based on numerical simulations on channel-rib repetition unit do-
mains it can be concluded that the pressure drop due to liquid flow
between the catalyst layer and the gas channels in fully TP-connected
water clusters is not higher than 5 Pa for the present data. Such wa-
ter clusters can’t grow further by capillary forces since the required
pressures for capillary driven growth for Toray paper GDLs are about
3 orders of magnitude higher. Only disconnected water clusters that
grow toward and finally merge with the larger fully TP-connected
clusters can lead to cluster size growth.

To identify temporal fluctuations of the water clusters, to visualize
break-through, horizontal growth and merge of the liquid domains
under the ribs, or the origin of the different cluster connection types
a higher temporal resolution is required for the XTM method. Efforts
to process XTM data with lower signal to noise characteristics that is
required to decrease the scan times are ongoing55.
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